
 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

1 

10:00 Reading with  

                Nancy 

2:00 Church—Pastor  

                         Baer  

2 

10:00 Catholic Comm 
10:00 Christmas  
           Decorating 
11:00 Sit & Stretch 
2:00 Finish the Line 
        Holiday Version 

3 

10:00 Wii Bowling 

11:15 Pat Hand 

2:00 Bingo 

6:45 Church 

4 

10:30 Music w/ Mark 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:30 Jerry & Myrt 

5 

9:30 Chair Yoga 

10:00 Manicures 

2:00 Movie Theater 

6:30 Two Guys & a     

        Guitar 

6 

10:00 Church 

10:30 Sit  & Stretch 

2:00 Ice Cream  

           Social 

7 

10:00 Dog Visits 

1:45 Carolers: Girl 

        Scouts 

8 

10:00 Cider Social 

2:00 Church— 

                       Ankeny  

                        Baptist  

9 

10:00 Manicures 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Current Events 

10 

10:00 Test Kitchen 

2:00 Bingo 

5:15 Carolers 

6:45 Church 

11 

10:00 Men’s Brunch 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Christmas  

         Trivia 

12 
9:30 Chair Yoga 

10:00 Raising Arrows  

          Caroling 

2:00 Julie Moss 

5:00 Gables   

      Christmas Dinner 

13 

10:00 Church 

10:30 Sit  & Stretch 

2:00 Christmas 

        Sing Along 

14 

10:00 Show Time 

2:00 John 

   Schumacher 
 

15 

10:00 Cocoa Social 

2:00 Church—Pastor  

                        Vince 

16 

10:00 Catholic Mass 

10:00 Plus One 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Narratives  

6:45 Church 

17 

10:00 Spa Day 

2:00 Christmas with 

        Casey’s 

 

18    Chat Circle 

10:00 Wii Bowling 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Bible Devotions 

19 

9:30 Chair Yoga 

10:00 Manicures 

2:00 Birthday Party 

6:30 Ankeny Chorus 

7:15 WSP Quartet 

20 

10:00 Memorial 

           Service 

11:00 Sit  & Stretch 

2:00 Bingo 

21 First day of Winter 

10:00 Coloring  

            Group 

2:00 Netflix  

        Documentary 

22  

10:00 Manicures 

2:00 Church—Pastor   

             Hannamann 

23 

10:00 Wii Bowling 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Joe Klinefelter 

6:45 Church 

24 

10:00 Christmas 

          Sing Along 

2:00 Bingo 

 

 26 

9:30 Chair Yoga 

10:00 Manicures 

2:00 Show & Tell 

6:00 Christmas Lights 

27 

10:00 Church 

10:30 Sit  & Stretch 

2:00 Pie Social 

28 

10:00 Puzzles 

2:00 Eggnog Cart 

29 

10:00 Donuts & 

         Discussion 

2:00 Church—Pastor  

                         Vince 

30 

10:00 Snowman Craft 

11:00 Sit & Stretch 

2:00 Bingo 

6:45 Church 

31 

10:00 Wii Bowling 

2:00 2019 Look Back 
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Celebrating December 
 
 

Ice Cream Social 
St. Nicholas Day 

December 6 
 

Dog Visit 
December 7 

 

Gables Christmas Dinner 
December 12 

 

Gables Birthday Party 
December 19 

 

Winter Solstice 
December 21 

  

Hanukkah 
December 22-30 

 

Christmas 
December 25 

 
Pie Social 

December 27 
 

2019 Look Back 
December 31 

The Season of Sugar and Spice 

December is chock full of holiday celebrating cookies. The 
first week of December is Cookie Cutter Week. The week of 
December 16-20 is Cookie Exchange Week. The 4th is Cookie 
Day, the 12th is Gingerbread House Day, and the 14th is Gin-
gerbread Decorating Day. No wonder December is heralded as 
“the most wonderful time of the year”! Baking and exchang-
ing sweets have been winter solstice traditions for hundreds of 
years. The winter solstice has long been celebrated around the 
world by many cultures, and food has always been associated 
with these traditions. It was during the Middle Ages that des-
sert became an important part of winter solstice feasts. This 
was due to an influx of new and exotic ingredients, including 
spices like cinnamon, nutmeg, and black pepper, and sweet 
fruits like dates and apricots. Wealthy families added these fi-
ne new ingredients to their pantries, and their cooks created 
new and wonderful pastries and cookies. It became a sign of 
great wealth to send friends and rivals gifts of baked sweets. 
One of the oldest and most popular cookies was springerle, the 
anise-flavored cookie that originated in the German province 
of Swabia in the 15th century. Anise was prized as a spice and 
a medicine, often grown in the cloistered gardens of monaster-
ies. Springerle is easily recognized by the elaborate bas-relief 
pictures pressed into the cookies thanks to detailed molds 
carved into wood or clay. These cookies were not only deli-
cious, but their pictures told important historical and religious 
stories. Like anise, ginger was considered both an exotic spice 
and a medicine. Recipes existed in China as early as the 10th 
century and finally made it to Europe during the Middle Ages, 
but it wasn’t until the 16th century that the gingerbread house 
became popular. This was thanks to the Brothers Grimm and 
their story of Hansel and Gretel discovering a house made en-
tirely of candy. These traditions have endured for centuries be-
cause they are so delicious. 

Happy Holidays from all your friends at Mill Pond! 

Across and Down 
You don’t need to be a cruciverbalist, 
someone skilled at solving or creating 
crossword puzzles, to celebrate 
Crossword Puzzle Day on December 
21. On that date in 1913, the very first 
puzzle appeared in the Sunday New 
York World newspaper. Even the most 
passionate cruciverbalists might be 

delighted to     discover that the very first puzzle was 
called a “word-cross.” Weeks after the first “word-
cross” appeared, a typesetting error resulted in the 
puzzle being called a “cross-word,” and it has been 
called that ever since.  

No one knows what inspired Arthur Wynne to create 
the first crossword puzzle. Wynne was born in       
Liverpool, England, and moved to America at age 19, 
where he worked for newspaper in Pittsburgh and 
New York City. Word puzzles were fairly common in 
newspapers, but Wynne innovated many features of 
the crossword that still exist today. He created       
horizontal and vertical boxed for each letter, and he 
first used patterns of symmetrical black squares to 
separate the words into rows and columns. His first 
puzzle took the shape of a diamond with a hollow 
center. Numbered clues below corresponded to   
numbered boxes in the puzzle above, similar to     
today’s crosswords, although the numbering system 
was slightly different. To help new puzzlers along, 
Wynne filled in the first answer with the letters         
F-U-N. 

Crosswords have grown so popular that it’s easy to 
forget that they are just over 100 years old. Wynne 
likely never imagined that his puzzle would appear 
in newspapers across the globe and spawn helplines 
where people pay for helpful clues. There are even 
annual crossword puzzle tournaments where the best
-of-the-best crossword puzzle solvers compete 
against the clock and each other. Don’t be intimated 
or discouraged; crosswords are offered in a variety 
of levels, from easy to difficult, so on December 21, 
everyone can enjoy the satisfaction of being a       
cruciverbalist for a day. 

The Power of Gratitude 

Being grateful has been linked to health benefits 
such as improved mood, better sleep, and more 
satisfying relationships. Thank You Note Day on 
December 26 offers us a chance to use the power 
of gratitude. Researchers recently explored how 
writing thank-yous increases one’s sense of well-
being. Writers of thank-you notes often feel   
nervous about the task. They worry that they will 
not be able to find the right words or that the    
recipients of their notes would feel awkward of 
surprised to receive a letter. But these worries are 
completely unfounded. Recipients of thank-you 
notes are almost always grateful. In fact,           
recipients find thank-you notes to be warmer and 
more articulate than the writers expect. As long as 
the intentions of the writer are sincere and heart-
felt, the contents of the note are always well     
received. Self-consciousness should never stand 
in the way of giving thanks. So, let us express our 
gratitude to the researchers for conducting their 
experiment.  

Radio City Splendor 
On December 27, 1932, at the 
height of the Great Depression, 
Radio City Music Hall opened in 
New York City. The theatre was a 
pet project of billionaire John D. 
Rockefeller Jr. He envisioned a 

performance venue for the masses, and Art Dé-
cor masterpiece where rich and poor alike could 
see the highest-quality entertainment. One year 
after opening, Radio City debuted its Christmas 
Spectacular, featuring the high-kicking      
Rockettes on its Great Stage. The stage measure 
over 100 feet long and 60 feel wide, and was 
constructed to resemble a setting sun. Since its 
opening, over 300 million people have passed 
through its doors to enjoy movie premieres, 
stage shows, concerts, and more. Radio City 
Music Hall remains the largest indoor theater in 
the world today. 


